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Living Ports Project awarded 2022 IAPH Sustainability
Award
The EU backed Living Ports project in the Port of Vigo (Spain) has won the
international Ports and Harbors Sustainability Award for Infrastructure
(Tel Aviv, May 18, 2022): The Living Ports Project – a European Commission funded
consortium project led by concrete technology provider ECOncrete – has won the International
Association of Ports and Harbor’s (IAPH) 2022 Sustainability Awards “Infrastructure” category.
The Living Ports Project in the port of Vigo in Spain has been recognized as a pioneer within
the ports industry, with the multi-layered initiative being designed to meet environmental,
social and business goals to exemplify more sustainable, next-generation ports infrastructure.
Environmental, Social and Business Oriented Goals
Throughout the planning of the project, environmental, social, and business goals have been
at the forefront. This includes a focus on increasing biodiversity, port-city integration and the
effective implementation, monitoring and validation of the project and its results, which will be
performed in cooperation with the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The project is a
part of the Port of Vigo’s Blue Growth strategy, and also involves Cardama Shipyard.
Voting took place via a public vote (30%) and jury evaluation (70%) and was announced this
morning at the World Ports Conference of the IAPH, which took place in Vancouver.
2 Sites - Multiple Installations
Living Ports includes a 310m² ECOncrete sea wall and 100 ECOncrete Tide Pool Armor units
and ECO Armor Block units, installed in 2 sites. The bio-enhancing concrete units will provide
coastal stabilization as well as habitat creation and ecological uplift.
The project also incorporates a floating observation deck, developed by Cardama Shipyards,
which will give access to researchers as well as to the community, to witness first-hand the
development of biodiversity and port ecosystem.
Ido Sella, CEO of ECOncrete, said, “We are pleased that Living Ports has been recognised
by public and peer voting for the innovative project it truly is! ECOncrete is proud to lead this
project, developing next-generation port infrastructure. We hope that this project will continue
to act as a leading example for the future of the sustainable ports ecosystem in Spain, Europe
and the wider global community.”
Carlos Botana, Head of the Sustainability Department of the Port of Vigo said, “It is amazing
to have been recognized at the most prestigious port awards. The joint work of the consortium
made a firm commitment to green infrastructure, and is a project for all the citizens of the
Metropolitan area of Vigo in mind. Thanks to their ongoing support, we have once again been
able to display our leading environmental position within the port community.”
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About ECOncrete: ECOncrete® is an award-winning company, selected as one of TIME
Magazine’s 100 best inventions in 2019, honoured by Fast Company in 2019 as the one of
world’s most innovative companies, received the distinguished SOLAR IMPULSE label for
profitable solutions to protect the environment and noted by Forbes as #13 of top 50 womenled start-ups pushing the frontiers of innovation. The company has won a few worldwide
design challenges, including the HeroX Island of Happiness UN Sustainable Development
Solutions Network Coastal Design Competition and Biomimicry Global Design Challenge.
For more information, please visit: https://econcretetech.com/

